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of Cluster Functionals∗
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Abstract
Drees and Rootzén [2010] have proven central limit theorems (CLT) for empirical processes
of extreme values cluster functionals built from β-mixing processes. The problem with this
family of β-mixing processes is that it is quite restrictive, as has been shown by Andrews
[1984]. We expand this result to a more general dependent processes family, known as weakly
dependent processes in the sense of Doukhan and Louhichi [1999], but in finite-dimensional
convergence (fidis). We show an example where the application of the CLT-fidis is sufficient
in several cases, including a small simulation of the extremogram introduced by Davis and
Mikosch [2009] to confirm the efficacy of our result.
Keywords and phrases: Extremes, clustering of extremes, cluster functional,
Extremogram, central limit theorem, weak dependence.
I. Introduction
In light of recent developments in massive data processing via parallel processing, it is
convenient to consider the construction of statistics in function of data blocks. In the case
of extremes (rare events), we have very little data that is relevant to our estimations, but
instead they are hidden among a large mass of "common data". Thus comes the natural
idea of considering clustering of extremes, which here consists of obtaining the smaller
sub-block of extreme values on each block, while conveniently suppressing "common" data
in each block , generally assigned a null value. Such null values may be mathematically
inoffensive, yet computationally they are an obstacle when it is our aim to obtain quick
results. These and many other reasons encourage the study of extremes cluster functionals.
This paper aims to offer a small contribution to the asymptotic behaviour of extremes
cluster functionals. More particularly, an extension of the dependence condition of Drees
& Rootzén [2010]’s central limit theorem in finite-dimensional convergence (CLT-fidis) for
the empirical processes of extremes cluster functionals.
In order to do this, we use mainly Bardet et al. [2007]’s dependent Lindeberg method
which addresses the construction of CLTs for dependent processes under the usual
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Lindeberg condition, if the sequence T = T(n) (which summarizes the dependence of the
process) tends towards zero when the number of random variables n is large. Particularly,
this term of T-dependence can be written as a sum of covariances which can be bounded
by weak dependence coefficients defined by Doukhan & Louhichi [1999]. Therefore, for
weakly dependent processes with convenient decrease rates in the weak-dependence
coefficients, we obtain CLT-fidis for empirical processes of cluster functionals (EPCFs).
Several reasons motivate this extension. The main one is that weak dependence is a
very general property including certain non-mixing processes: e.g. take a AR(1)-input,
solution of the recursion
Xk =
1
b
(
Xk−1 + ξk
)
, k ∈ Z, (1)
where b > 2 is an integer and (ξk)k∈N are independent and uniformly distributed random
variables on the set U(b) := {0, 1, . . . , b− 1}. This process is not mixing in the sense of
Rosenblatt, as this is shown in [Andrews, 1984] for b = 2 and in [Ango Nze & Doukhan,
2004] for b > 2, however Doukhan & Louhichi [1999] proved that such a process is weakly
dependent. More generally, under weak conditions, all the usual causal or non causal
time series are weakly dependent processes: this is the case for instance of Gaussian,
associated, linear, ARCH(∞), etc.
This document is organised as follows: Section II offers the definition of EPCFs,
generalized by Drees & Rootzén [2010] for the multidimensional case and developed first
by Yun [2000] and Segers [2003] for the real case. In Section III we provide a general CLT-
fidis for these empirical processes through Bardet et al. [2007]’s Lindeberg method, we
define weak dependence and we provide some examples of weakly dependent processes.
Finally, we apply the initial theorem to this type of dependent processes. In Section IV we
develop an example where the finite - dimensional convergence of the EPCFs is sufficient;
this is, the estimator of the Davis & Mikosch [2009]’s extremogram. Proofs are given in
Section V.
II. Empirical Processes of Extremes Cluster Functionals
In this section we outline some necessary basic definitions and hypotheses that we will
consider throughout this document in order to prove limit theorems of empirical processes
of extreme cluster functionals. Roughly, an extreme cluster functional is a map that works
on blocks (arbitrary-length but not random-length) of "extreme" random variables in such
a way that the map remains invariant under extreme clusters, which in this paper is the
smaller sub-block that contains all the extreme values (and the non-extreme values among
them) of the given block. Besides, this application is null when there are no extremes
within the block.
We will mention some examples in a cursory way just to better understand the
definitions. Some technical details of these examples will be shown in Section IV.
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I. Cluster Functionals
Let (E, E) be a measurable subspace of (Rd,B(Rd)) for some d > 1 such that 0 ∈ E.
Following the deterministic definition of Drees & Rootzén [2010]1, we consider the set of
E-valued sequences of finite length, i.e.,
E∪ := {(x1, . . . , xr) : xi ∈ E ∀i = 1, . . . , r; ∀r ∈N},
equipped with the σ-field E∪ induced by Borel-σ-fields on Er, for r ∈N. Then, if x ∈ E∪,
we can write x = (x1, . . . , xr) for some r ∈N. The core2 xc ∈ E∪ of x is defined by
xc :=

(xrI , xrI+1, . . . , xrS), if x 6= 0r (the null element in Er)
0, otherwise
where rI := min{i ∈ {1, . . . , r} : xi 6= 0} (first non-null value of the block x) and
rS := max{i ∈ {1, . . . , r} : xi 6= 0} (last non-null value of the block x). A cluster
functional is a measurable map f : (E∪, E∪) −→ (R,B(R)) such that
f (x) = f (xc), for all x ∈ E∪, and f (0r) = 0 (∀r > 1). (2)
Under the properties (2), it is easy to build a large amount of examples of cluster
functionals. Nevertheless, the typical examples used to build estimators through these
cluster functionals are functionals of the type:
f (x1, . . . , xr) =
r
∑
i=1
φ(xi), (3)
where φ : E −→ R is such that φ(0) = 0. Generally speaking, these functions φ are
indicator functions (or functions which are product of another measurable function
H : E −→ R with an indicator function). Another classic example is the component-wise
maximum of a cluster:
f (x1, . . . , xr) = max
16i6r
xi, (4)
for E = [0,∞).
II. Empirical Processes of Cluster Functionals
Now, we want to apply cluster functionals to blocks of E-valued random variables excesses
over a determined thresholds sequence and to define the empirical process indexed by
these functionals.
1This definition is given by Yun [2000] and Segers [2003], for the real case
2 Note that the core also considers the null values that exist between the non-null values.
Ex. (0, 1, 2, 0, 0, 3, 0, 1, 0, 0)c = (1, 2, 0, 0, 3, 0, 1), which is the smaller sub-block of x = (0, 1, 2, 0, 0, 3, 0, 1, 0, 0)
which contains all non-null values as well as the null values between them.
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Let us consider E-valued normalized random variables (Xn,i)16i6n,n∈N, defined on
some probability space (Ω,A,P), which are row-wise stationary, this is, (Xn,i)16i6n is
stationary for each n ∈N. Here, those normalized random variables Xn,i are built from
another random process (Xi)i∈Z, in a way such that the normalization maps all non-
extreme values to zero. Additionally, it should satisfy that the sequence of conditional
distributions of Xn,1 given that Xn,1 belongs of the failure set A ⊆ E \ {0} (i.e. Pn(·|A) :=
P{Xn,1 ∈ ·|Xn,1 ∈ A}), converge weakly to some non-degenerate limit.
For instance, for a real-valued stationary (Xi)i∈N with marginal cumulative distribu-
tion function F, let (un)n∈N be a non-decreasing sequence of thresholds such that un ↑ xF,
where
xF = sup{x ∈ R : F(x) < 1}, vn = P{X1 > un} −→n→∞ 0.
Quote that the tail distribution function of Xi may be asymptotically degenerated , which
means that there exists a point a ∈ R such that
Pn(x) = P{X1 − un > x|X1 > un} −→n→∞ 1x6a.
However, if F belongs to the domain of attraction of some extreme-value distribution, then
by a result in [Pickands, 1975], there exists γ ∈ R and a sequence of positive constants
(an)n∈N (depending on the sequence un) such that
Pn(x) = P{Xn,1 > x|X1 > un} −→n→∞
{
(1+ γx)−1/γ+ , if γ 6= 0
e−x, if γ = 0
locally uniform in (0,∞), where
Xn,i =
(
Xi − un
an
)
+
:= max
{
Xi − un
an
, 0
}
, for 1 6 i 6 n. (5)
For the multidimensional case, let X = (Xi)i∈N be a stationary Rd-valued time series
such that all components of Xi have the same marginal distribution. Since such time series
X may exhibit dependence across coordinates and over time, if ‖ · ‖ denotes an arbitrary
norm on Rd, then an interesting normalization for study the extreme values of X would
be:
Xn,i = u−1n Xi1{‖Xi‖ > un}, for 1 6 i 6 n. (6)
where (un)n∈N is a sequence of high quantiles of the process.
Definition 1 (Empirical Process of Cluster Functionals [Drees & Rootzén, 2010])
Let Yn,j be the j-th block of rn consecutive values of the n-th row of (Xn,i). Thus there are
mn := [n/rn] = max{j ∈ N : j 6 n/rn} blocks Yn,j := (Xn,i)(j−1)rn+16i6jrn of length rn, with
1 6 j 6 mn. Moreover, since (Xn,i)16i6n is stationary for each n, then we can denote by Yn to the
“generic block" such that Yn
D
= Yn,1.
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Now, let F be a class of cluster functionals. The "empirical process Zn of cluster function-
als” in F , is the process (Zn( f )) f∈F defined by
Zn( f ) :=
1√
nvn
mn
∑
j=1
( f (Yn,j)−E f (Yn,j)), (7)
where vn := P{Xn,1 6= 0}.
In order to begin approaching the convergence in fidis of the EPCF (7), observe that
if the blocks (Yn,j)16j6mn,n∈N are independents and if we take in account the following
essential convergence assumptions:
(C.1) E
[
( f (Yn)−E f (Yn))2 1 {| f (Yn)−E f (Yn)| > e√nvn}
]
= o(rnvn),
for all e > 0, and for all f ∈ F .
(C.2) (rnvn)−1Cov ( f (Yn), g(Yn)) −→ c( f , g), for all f , g ∈ F ,
with rn  v−1n  n, then the fidis of the empirical process (Zn( f )) f∈F of cluster function-
als converge to the fidis of a Gaussian process (Z( f )) f∈F with the covariance function
c.
Drees & Rootzén [2010] have proved CLTs for this process. In particular, they have
proved a CLT-fidis of (Zn( f )) f∈F using the Bernstein blocks technique together with a
β-mixing coupling condition to boil down convergence to convergence of sums over i.i.d.
blocks through Eberlein [1984]’s technique involving the metric of total variation.
However, the family of mixing processes is quite restrictive. We can see this through
a particularly simple example: the AR(1) - process defined in (1), which is not even
α-mixing. Therefore, the results in [Drees & Rootzén, 2010] can not be used here.
In our case, we will solve this problem in fidis through the Lindeberg method,
developed by Bardet et al. [2007], followed by its applications for weakly dependent
random processes defined by Doukhan & Louhichi [1999].
The weak spot under these weak dependence conditions, in the sense of Doukhan &
Louhichi [1999], is that we have no coupling arguments to arrive to a uniform CLT, as
Drees & Rootzén [2010] have done in their paper by using the rich coupling properties of
the β-mixing processes together with Van Der Vaart & Wellner [1996]’s tightness criteria
and asymptotic equicontinuity conditions.
The benefit of this work is that the convergence in fidis is sufficient in several examples
and applications. Here, we will show a particular application in the Section IV.
III. Lindeberg Method and applications to CLT-fidis for empirical
processes of cluster functionals
In order to adapt Bardet et al. [2007]’s dependent Lindeberg method to CLT-fidis for
empirical processes of cluster functionals, let us denote
Wn,j :=Wn,j( f1, . . . , fk)
=(nvn)−1/2
(
f1(Yn,j)−E f1(Yn,j), . . . , fk(Yn,j)−E fk(Yn,j)
)
, (8)
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for 1 6 j 6 mn and ( f1, . . . , fk) ∈ F k. Therefore, with this notation we have derived the
following result:
Theorem 1 (Lindeberg CLT for cluster functionals) Suppose that assumptions (C.1) and
(C.2) hold with rn  v−1n  n. Then, if
Tt(mn| f1, . . . , fk) :=
mn
∑
j=1
∣∣∣Cov(ei<t,∑j−1s=1 Wn,s( f1,..., fk)>, ei<t,Wn,j( f1,..., fk)>)∣∣∣ −→
n→∞ 0 (9)
for all t ∈ Rk and for all k-tuple of cluster functionals ( f1, . . . , fk) ∈ F k, the fidis of the empirical
process (Zn( f )) f∈F of cluster functionals converge to the fidis of a Gaussian process (Z( f )) f∈F
with the covariance function c.
We have just seen that the convergence in fidis of (Zn( f )) f∈F to a Gaussian law is
obtained because Tt(mn| f1, . . . , fk) converges to 0, for all t ∈ Rk and for all ( f1, . . . , fk) ∈
F k with k ∈ N. Actually this expression is related to the dependence of the random
variables (Xn,i)16i6n,n∈N. Note that Tt(mn| f1, . . . , fk) is written in terms of sums of
covariances, therefore using weak-dependence theory (see [Dedecker et al., 2007]), we can
give bounds for such Tt(mn| f1, . . . , fk).
I. Weak Dependence
Let f : Er ⊆ (Rd)r −→ R be a function, with r ∈N. As usual, we denote by:
Lip( f ) := sup
(x1,...,xr) 6=(y1,...,yr)∈Er
| f (x1, . . . , xr)− f (y1, . . . , yr)|
‖x1 − y1‖+ · · ·+ ‖xr − yr‖ .
Similar to the definition of Doukhan & Louhichi [1999], we say that a triangular array
of row-wise stationary E-valued random variables M = (Xn,i)16i6n,n∈N is (e,ψ)-weakly
dependent ((e,ψ)-WD) if there exist a function ψ : (N)2 × (R+)2 −→ R+, an infinite
sequence of positive integers (ln)n∈N with ln  n, and a positive sequence (en(ln))n∈N
decreasing to zero, such that∣∣Cov ( f (Xn,i1 , . . . , Xn,iu), g(Xn,j1 , . . . , Xn,jv))∣∣ 6 ψ(u, v, Lip( f ), Lip(g)) · en(ln) (10)
for all (u, v) ∈ N ×N, all (i1, . . . , iu) ∈ Nu, (j1, . . . , jv) ∈ Nv with i1 < · · · < iu <
iu + ln 6 j1 < · · · < jv 6 n, and for all pair of functions ( f , g) ∈ Λu(E)×Λv(E), where
Λs(E) := {h : Es −→ R Lipschitzian with ‖h‖∞ 6 1 and Lip(h) < ∞}.
Remark 1 Let us remember thatM = (Xn,i)16i6n,n∈N is constructed from another random
process X = (Xi)i∈Z. Therefore, M’s dependence properties are inherited from X’s
dependence properties. Even more so, if X is (e,ψ)-weakly dependent (in the usual
sense defined by Doukhan & Louhichi [1999] for random processes), then M is (e˜,ψ) -
weakly dependent with e˜n(·) = Ln · e(·), for some positive constant Ln (which is written
in function of M’s normalization constants). In this sense, if we want to study M’s
dependence properties, suffice it to take into account X’s dependence properties.
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We will consider four different particular cases of functions ψ of weakly dependent
processes:
1. If X is a causal random process, i.e. if there exist a function H : DZ −→ E and a
D-valued sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables
(i.i.d.r.v’s) (ξi)i∈Z such that Xi = H(ξi, ξi−1, ξi−2, . . .), for i > 0, is defined almost
surely. Thus, the θ-weakly dependent causal condition is defined by
ψ(u, v, Lip( f ), Lip(g)) = vLip(g). (11)
In this case, we will simply denote θ(l) instead of e(l).
2. If X is a non causal random process, the η, κ, λ-weakly dependent conditions are
defined respectively by
ψ(u, v, Lip( f ), Lip(g)) = uLip( f ) + vLip(g), (12)
ψ(u, v, Lip( f ), Lip(g)) = uvLip( f )Lip(g), (13)
ψ(u, v, Lip( f ), Lip(g)) = uLip( f ) + vLip(g) + uvLip( f )Lip(g). (14)
where we write η(l), κ(l) and λ(l), respectively, instead of e(l).
Example 1 (Examples of Weakly Dependent Processes)
Now, we give a little list of examples of weakly dependent processes with their
dependence properties. Here, we consider (ξn)n∈Z as a sequence of i.i.d.r.v’s.
1. Suppose that X = (Xi)i∈Z is a ARMA(p, q) - process, or more generally, a causal
(respectively non causal) linear process such that Xi = ∑j>0 ajξi−j (respectively
Xi = ∑−∞<j<∞ ajξi−j) for i ∈ Z, where aj = O(|j|−ν) with ν > 1/2.
Then X is θ- (resp. λ- ) weakly dependent with θ(l) = λ(l) = O(l1/2−ν). For more
details, see [Doukhan & Lang, 2002].
In particular, the AR(1) - process (1) can be rewritten as the causal linear process
Xi = ∑j>0 b−j−1ξi−j, with ξ0 uniformly distributed on {0, . . . , b− 1}. In this case X0
is uniformly distributed over [0, 1] and θ(l) 6 b−l (see Example 1 in [Dedecker &
Prieur, 2004a]).
2. Let X = (Xi)i∈Z be a GARCH(p, q) - process or, more generally, a ARCH(∞) -
process such that Xi = σiξi, where σ2i = a0 +∑
∞
j=0 ajX
2
i−j for i ∈ Z.
• For the GARCH(p, q) case, if there is a constant C > 0 and ν ∈ (0, 1) such that
for all j ∈N, 0 6 aj 6 Cνj, then X is a λ-weakly dependent process such that
λ(l) = O(e−c
√
l) with c > 0 (see [Bardet et al., 2007]).
• For the ARCH(∞) case, if there is a constant C > 0 and ν > 1 such that
for all j ∈ N, 0 6 aj 6 Cj−ν, then X is a λ-weakly dependent process with
λ(l) = O(l−ν+1) (see [Doukhan et al., 2006]).
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3. Suppose that X = (Xi)i∈Z is a associated stationary process, then X is a λ-weakly
dependent process such that λ(l) = O(supi>l Cov(X0, Xi)).
4. If X = (Xi)i∈Z is a Gaussian process such that limn−→∞ Cov(X0, Xn) = 0. Then X is
a λ-weakly dependent process with λ(l) = O(supi>l |Cov(X0, Xi)|). For details of
the last two examples, see [Doukhan & Louhichi, 1999].
Under suitable assumptions, the families of causal and non-causal bilinear processes,
non-causal finite order Volterra processes, causal and non-causal infinite memory pro-
cesses, etc., are also weakly dependent. For more details of weak-dependence properties
of this processes, see the book of Dedecker et al. [2007].
II. Application of Theorem 1
In the result below we give a CLT-fidis for cluster functionals of weakly dependent pro-
cesses. The proof (Section V), we need that these functionals f ∈ F can be approximated
through lipschitzian cluster functionals ( fn)n>0. To built these fn, we must consider
certain truncation assumptions (C.4) on the functionals f valued in the sub-blocks of
length rn − ln and a concentration condition (15) on the probability measure.
First, consider the following notation: if Y = (x1, x2, . . . , xr), then
Y(k) =

(x1, . . . , xk) if k 6 r
Y if k > r.
Moreover, if f ∈ F is a cluster functional, then we denote ∆n( f ) := f (Yn)− f (Y(rn−ln)n ),
where rn is the length of the block Yn such that ln  rn.
Proposition 1 Suppose that (C.1), (C.2) and the following convergence conditions
(C.3)
√
Var∆n( f ) = o
(
r2n
n2
√
nvn
)
(C.4) E1/2| f (Y(rn−ln)n )|21
{
| f (Y(rn−ln)n )| > √nvn
}
= o
(
r2n
n2
√
nvn
)
,
are satisfied, with rn, ln −→n→∞ ∞ such that ln  rn  v
−1
n  n and rn  ln(n). Additionally,
assume that the r.v’s (Xn,i)16i6n are such that there exists positive real constants C, α, ρ (ρ
dependent of n) such that
sup
x∈E
sup
16i6n
P {Xn,i ∈ B(x, ρ/2)} 6 Cρα. (15)
Then the fidis of the cluster functionals empirical process (Zn( f )) f∈F converge to the fidis
of a Gaussian process (Z( f )) f∈F with covariance function c (defined in (C.2)), if the r.v’s
(Xn,i)16i6n,n∈N satisfies one of the following weak dependence cases:
(D.1) θ-weakly dependent such that θn(k) = O
(
k−θ
)
for some θ > 0 and l−θn = o
(
r2n/n2
)
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(D.2) e-weakly dependent such that en(k) = O
(
k−ξ
)
for some ξ > 0 and l−ξn = o
(
r3n/n3
)
,
where en(·) is any non causal weak dependence coefficient (12)-(14).
Generally, the (C.2) convergence can be easily verified. However, through the following
proposition (which is a similar result to Segers [2003]’s Theorems 1 and 3) we provide
some conditions, sufficient to verify (C.2) and which in some situations are easier to
prove. Besides, this way we can give an alternative expression to the covariance function c
(defined in (C.2)), as it is shown below in Corollary 1.
In order to carry this out, it is necessary to consider the following assumption:
(TC) There is a sequence W = (Wi)i>1 of E-valued random variables such that, for all
k ∈N, the joint conditional distribution
P(Xn,i ,1{Xn,i=0})16i6k |Xn,1 6=0
converges weakly to P(Wi ,1{Wi=0}), and for all f ∈ F are a.s. continuous with respect
to the distribution of W(k) = (W1, . . . , Wk) and W(2:k) = (W2, . . . , Wk) for all k, that
is,
P{W(2:k) ∈ D f ,k−1, Wi = 0, ∀i > k} = P{W(k) ∈ D f ,k, Wi = 0, ∀i > k} = 0
where we denote by D f ,k the set of discontinuities of f |Ek .
Remark 2 The existence of such sequence W is guaranteed in particular from Theorem 2
in [Segers, 2003] with E = R and the normalization (5). There, Segers has shown that if
P((Xn,i)16i6k |X1>un) −→n→∞ − log Gk,
where Gk is some k−dimensional extreme value distribution for all k ∈ N, then there
exists such "tail chain" W = (Wi)i∈N such that
P((Xn,i ,1{Xn,i=0})16i6k |X1>un)
w−→
n→∞
P(Wi ,1{Wi=0})16i6k , (16)
for all k ∈N.
Proposition 2 Suppose that the r.v’s (Xn,i)16i6n,n∈N satisfies one of the following weak depen-
dence conditions:
(D.1’) θ-weakly dependent such that θn(ln) = o
(
vp+1n
)
(D.2’) η-weakly dependent such that ηn(ln) = o
(
vp+1n /rn
)
(D.3’) κ ( resp. λ) -weakly dependent such that κn(ln) ( resp. λn(ln)) = o
(
v2p+1n /rn
)
,
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for some p > 0, where (rn), (ln) are integer sequences such that ln  rn  v−1n  n with
ln −→n→∞ ∞. Then,
E [ f (Yn)|Yn 6= 0] = θ−1n E
[
f (Yn,1)− f (Y(2:rn)n,1 )|Xn,1 6= 0
]
+ o(1),
where o(1) converges to 0 as n→ ∞ uniformly for all bounded cluster functionals f ∈ F , and
θn :=
P{Yn 6= 0}
rnvn
= P{Y(2:rn)n,1 = 0|Xn,1 6= 0}(1+ o(1)).
Additionally, if the assumption (TC) is satisfied, then:
mW := sup{i > 1 : Wi 6= 0} < ∞,
θn −→
n→∞
θ := P{Wi = 0, ∀i > 2} = P{mW = 1} > 0,
Pf (Yn)|Yn 6=0
w−→
n→∞
1
θ
(
P{ f (W) ∈ ·} −P{ f (W(2:∞)) ∈ ·, mW > 2}
)
.
Corollary 1 Suppose that the hypotheses from Proposition 1 are maintained and that the assump-
tion (TC) is satisfied. If, additionally, for each case of weak dependence θ, η, κ and λ we request
that r2n = O(n2vp+1n ), r4n = O(n3vp+1n ), r4n = O(n3v2p+1n ) and r4n = O(n3v2p+1n ) be fulfilled
respectively for some p > 0, then the fidis of the cluster functionals empirical process (Zn( f )) f∈F
converge to the fidis of a centered Gaussian process (Z( f )) f∈F with covariance function c defined
by
c( f , g) = E
[
( f g)(W)− ( f g)(W(2:∞))
]
. (17)
IV. Application: the extremogram
Hereafter we shall provide an application where it is enough to consider the convergence
finite - dimensional of the EPCFs. Specifically, we will prove that under suitable distri-
butional conditions, the Davis & Mikosch [2009]’s extremogram estimator for weakly
dependent time series is asymptotically normal.
I. The extremogram
For a strictly stationary Rd - valued time series (Xt)t∈Z, Davis & Mikosch [2009] have
defined the extremogram the two sets A and B bounded away from zero3 by
ρA,B(h) := limx→∞P{x
−1Xh ∈ B|x−1X0 ∈ A} h = 0, 1, 2, . . . (18)
provided the limit exist.
As Davis & Mikosch [2009] have said, a "natural" estimator of the extremogram based
on the observations X1, . . . , Xn is:
ρ̂A,B,n(h) :=
∑n−hi=1 1{u−1n Xi+h ∈ B, u−1n Xi ∈ A}
∑ni=1 1{u−1n Xi ∈ A}
, (19)
3A set S is bounded away from zero if S ⊂ {y : |y| > r} for some r > 0
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where un is a high quantile of the process which replaces x in the limit (18). Of course,
the choice of such a sequence of quantiles (un)n∈N is not arbitrary. Particularly, such a
sequence must satisfy the following condition4:
nP{u−1n (X1, . . . , Xh) ∈ ·)
vague−→
n→∞ µh(·), (20)
for each h > 1, where (µh)h∈N is a sequence of non-null Radon measures on the Borel
σ-field of Rdh \ {0}.
Besides, vn = P{u−1n X0 ∈ A} −→n→∞ 0 with nvn −→n→∞ ∞ in order to have consistency in the
results.
Let us now define the pre-asymptotic extremogram (PA-extremogram) ρA,B,n(h) :=
P{u−1n Xh ∈ B|u−1n X0 ∈ A} and let l be a positive integer. Then, under suitable conditions
of convergence and weak dependence5,
√
nvn (ρ̂A,B,n(h)− ρA,B,n(h))06h6l D−→n→∞ N (0,ΣA,B) , (21)
where ΣA,B is defined in (31) below.
Indeed, if for each h ∈ {1, . . . , l} with l < r, we define the cluster functional fA,B,h :
(Rd∪,R∪) −→ (R,B(R)) such that
fA,B,h(x1, . . . , xr) :=
r−h
∑
i=1
1{xi ∈ A, xi+h ∈ B}, (22)
then, by using the normalization (6), we can rewrite the estimator (19) as:
ρ̂A,B,n(h) =
√
nvnZn( fA,B,h) + mnE fA,B,h(Yn,1) +∑
mn
j=1 δn,j( fA,B,h) + Rn(A, B, h)√
nvnZn( fA,A,0) + mnE fA,A,0(Yn,1) +∑
mn
j=1 δn,j( fA,A,0) + Rn(A, A, 0)
(23)
where
δn,j( fA,B,h) : =
jrn
∑
i=jrn−h+1
1{u−1n Xi ∈ A, u−1n Xi+h ∈ B} (24)
Rn(A, B, h) : =
n−h
∑
i=mnrn+1
1{u−1n Xi ∈ A, u−1n Xi+h ∈ B}. (25)
Then, if (Xn,i)16i6n,n∈N satisfies any of the following weak dependency conditions:
(D.1”) θ (resp. η)-weakly dependent such that ∑n−1k=1 θn(k) (resp. ∑
n−1
k=1 ηn(k)) = O(vp+1n )
(D.2”) κ ( resp. λ) -weakly dependent such that ∑n−1k=1 κn(k) (resp. ∑
n−1
k=1 λn(k)) =
O(v2p+1n ),
4A sufficient condition permitting the Condition (20) to be fulfilled, involves the process to be regularly
varying with index α > 0. For more details on the interpretation of the structure of regularly varying
sequences, see [Basrak & Segers, 2009].
5Under suitable α-mixing conditions, Davis & Mikosch [2009, 2012] proved the convergence (21).
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for some p > 0, and
E
(
rn
∑
i=1
1{u−1n Xi ∈ A}
)2
= O(rnvn) (26)
where rn  v−1n  n and
√
nvn = o(rn), with rn −→n→∞ ∞. Then,
√
nvn (ρ̂A,B,n(h)− ρA,B,n(h)) = Zn( fA,B,h)− ρA,B,n(h)Zn( fA,A,0) + oP(1). (27)
Now, based on the equality (27), we shall formalize (21) through the following result:
Proposition 3 Assume that the big and small blocks sizes rn and ln are such that ln  rn 
v−1n  n and
√
nvn = o(rn), with ln −→n→∞ ∞. Moreover, suppose that the normalization (6),
built from a stricly stationary regularly varying sequence (Xi)i∈N of Rd-valued random vectors,
satisfies:
(i) some of the weak dependence conditions of the list (D.1") - (D.2");
(ii) the concentration condition (15);
(iii) the convergence conditions: (C.3) with f = fA,B,h, and(
E | fA,B,h(Yn)|2+δ
)1/2
= o
(
r2n(nvn)(δ+2)/4
n2
)
, (28)
for some δ ∈ (0, 6]; and that
(iv) there exists the covariance functions:
(rnvn)−1
rn−h
∑
i=1
rn−h′
∑
j=1
P{Xn,i, Xn,j ∈ A; Xn,i+h, Xn,j+h′ ∈ B} −→n→∞ σA,B(h, h
′) (29)
(rnvn)−1
rn−h
∑
i=1
rn
∑
j=1
P{Xn,i, Xn,j ∈ A; Xn,i+h ∈ B} −→n→∞ σ
′
A,B(h). (30)
Then, √
nvn (ρ̂A,B,n(h)− ρA,B,n(h))06h6l D−→n→∞ N (0,ΣA,B) ,
where the covariance matrix is defined by
ΣA,B :=
[
σA,B(h, h′)− ρA,B(h′)σ′A,B(h)− ρA,B(h)σ′A,B(h′) + ρA,B(h)ρA,B(h′)σ′A,A(0)
]
06h,h′6l .
(31)
II. Simulation Study
In order to numerically determine our results, we shall do a small simulation of a real-
valued weakly dependent data, estimate its extremogram by means of (19) and compare
it to the theoretic pre-asymptotic extremogram ρA,B,n(·).
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II.1 Theoretic model
Let us consider the AR(1)-process (1) given in the introduction. Here, as X0 is uniformly
distributed on [0, 1] and Xi = b−iX0 +∑is=1 bs−i−1ξs for all i > 1, then for A = B = (1,∞)
we obtain:
P
{
Xh
y
∈ B
∣∣∣∣X0y ∈ A
}
=
1
bh ∑j1,...,jh∈U(b)
min
{
1,
1
1− y
(
1− ybh +
h
∑
s=1
js
b1−s
)
+
}
, (32)
where y = 1− 1/x. Therefore,
ρA,B(h) = b−h for h = 0, 1, . . . ; and (33)
ρA,B,n(h) =
1
bh ∑j1,...,jh∈U(b)
min
{
1,
1
vn
(
1− (1− vn)bh +
h
∑
s=1
js
b1−s
)
+
}
, (34)
for h < n, where vn := P{X0/un ∈ A} = 1− un.
Note that the equality (33) proves that the family of weakly dependent processes such
that the extremogram (18) exists is not empty.6.
II.2 Experiment
In order to carry out the experiment, we have generated from the AR(1)-process defined
in (1) with b = 2, N = 50 samples of n = 2000. Besides, here we have particularly taken
vn = 1/
√
n = 1/10
√
2. Therefore, the high quantile is un = (10
√
2− 1)/10√2, assuming
that we have determined that the distribution of the Xi is uniformly distributed on [0, 1].
The mean PA-extremogram and the theoretic PA-extremogram (34) for lags h =
1 . . . , 20 corresponding to the right tail (A = B = (1,∞)) are displayed as the blue solid
line and the black solid line, respectively, in the left panel of Fig.1. In the same panel,
we show 95% confidence bands (red dashed lines), symmetric with respect to the mean
PA-extremogram. As was expected for the AR(1)-process studied here, when observing
the confidence bands, note that the extremal dependence vanishes as the lag h increases.
In the right panel of Fig.1, we show 95% confidence bands (red dashed lines) for the
statistical errors eh(x
j
1, . . . , x
j
n) := ρ̂A,B,n(h, (x
j
1, . . . , x
j
n))− ρA,B,n(h), for j = 1, . . . , N, with
ρA,B,n(h) defined in (34).
V. Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof is basically a direct application of Theorem 1 - [Bardet et
al., 2007] to the random variables (Wn,j) defined in (8).
First, notice that Assumption (C.1) implies that
Bn(e) :=
mn
∑
j=1
E‖Wn,j‖21
{‖Wn,j‖ > e} −→n→∞ 0,
6Davis & Mikosch [2009] have proved under suitable mixing conditions and distributional assumptions
that the limit in (18) exists.
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Fig.1. Left: 95% confidence bands (red dashed lines) for the PA-extremogram (black solid line) of
the AR(1)-process (1) with b = 2, and the mean estimated PA-extremogram (blue solid line).
Right: 95% confidence bands (red dashed lines) for the statistical errors of the PA-extremogram
and the mean statistical error of the PA-extremogram (black solid line).
for all k-tuple ( f1, . . . , fk) ∈ F k, k ∈N and e > 0. Note that this last statement is weaker
than Assumption Hδ of Bardet et al. [2007], required in the assumptions of their theorem.
On the other hand, Assumption (C.2) ensures the existence of the positive matrix Σk =
(c( fi, f j))i,j=1,...,k such that
Σn,k := (Cov( fi(Yn), f j(Yn)))i,j=1,...,k −→n→∞ Σk,
for all k-tuple ( f1, . . . , fk) ∈ F k, k ∈ N. The proof ends considering the condition of
dependence (9). 
Proof of Proposition 1. The proof of this proposition is based on Theorem 1. Therefore,
we only have to prove that Tt(mn| f1, . . . , fk) −→n→∞ 0, for all t ∈ R
k and for all k-tuple of
cluster functionals ( f1, . . . , fk) ∈ F k. Indeed, for j ∈ {2, . . . , mn} and ( f1, . . . , fk) ∈ F k,
notice that
Cov
(
ei<t,∑
j−1
s=1 Wn,s( f1,..., fk)>, ei<t,Wn,j( f1,..., fk)>
)
can be rewritten as:
Cov(Fj, Gj) := Cov
(
F( f1,..., fk)t,n (Yn,1, . . . , Yn,j−1), G
( f1,..., fk)
t,n (Yn,j)
)
, (35)
where G( f1,..., fk)t,n (s) = e
i<t,∑kl=1
fl (s)−E fl (s)√
nvn
el>; F( f1,..., fk)t,n (s1, . . . , sj) = ∏
j
h=1 G
( f1,..., fk)
t,n (sh) and
e1, . . . , ek is the canonical base in Rk. Moreover, it is clear that ‖G( f1,..., fk)t,n ‖∞ 6 1 and
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‖F( f1,..., fk)t,n ‖∞ 6 1, for all t ∈ Rk, ~f = ( f1, . . . , fk) ∈ F k, for any k > 1. Then,∣∣Cov (Fj, Gj)∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣Cov(F~ft,n(Yn,1, . . . , Yn,j−1), G~ft,n(Yn,j))∣∣∣∣
6
∣∣∣∣Cov(F~ft,n(Yn,1, . . . , Yn,j−1)− F~f [T]ρt,n (Y(rn−ln)n,1 , . . . , Y(rn−ln)n,j−1 ), G~ft,n(Yn,j))∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣Cov(F~f [T]ρt,n (Y(rn−ln)n,1 , . . . , Y(rn−ln)n,j−1 ), G~ft,n(Yn,j)− G~f [T]ρt,n (Y(rn−ln)n,j ))∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣Cov(F~f [T]ρt,n (Y(rn−ln)n,1 , . . . , Y(rn−ln)n,j−1 ), G~f [T]ρt,n (Y(rn−ln)n,j ))∣∣∣∣
6 2E
∣∣∣∣F~ft,n(Yn,1, . . . , Yn,j−1)− F~f [T]ρt,n (Y(rn−ln)n,1 , . . . , Y(rn−ln)n,j−1 )∣∣∣∣ (36)
+ 2E
∣∣∣∣G~ft,n(Yn,j)− G~f [T]ρt,n (Y(rn−ln)n,j )∣∣∣∣ (37)
+
∣∣∣∣Cov(F~f [T]ρt,n (Y(rn−ln)n,1 , . . . , Y(rn−ln)n,j−1 ), G~f [T]ρt,n (Y(rn−ln)n,j ))∣∣∣∣ , (38)
where ~f [T]ρ = ( f
[T]
1,ρ , . . . , f
[T]
k,ρ ) is a k-tuple of Lipschitzian cluster functionals which approxi-
mates ~f as ρ ↓ 0 and as T ↑ ∞, defined as follows.
Let f : Er −→ R be a cluster functional. First, we consider f [T] = f ∨ (−T) ∧ T, a
truncation of f by T, for T > 0. Now, we define the set
Dr( f [T]) = {y ∈ Er : either y is a discontinuity point of f [T] or ‖D+ f [T](y)‖ = ∞},
where D+ f (y) denotes the upper Dini derivative matrix at y of f : Er −→ R. So, for each
ρ > 0 we denote
Drρ =
⋃{
B(y, ρ/2) : y ∈ Dr( f [T])
}
.
Clearly Drρ is open in Er, thus Crρ = Er \ Drρ is closed in Er. Moreover, L = R is
an affine space of “type m" 7. Therefore, using Theorem 6.1.- [Dugundji, 1966], the
continuos functional f [T]
∣∣∣
Cρ
: Cρ −→ R has a continuous extension gρ : Er → R such that
gρ(Er) ⊂ [convex hull of f [T](Cρ)]. Finally, we can choose f [T]ρ = gρ and note that
Lip f [T]ρ 6
2T
ρr
√
d
. (39)
Therefore, we can easily obtain bounds for G
~f
t,n and F
~f
t,n:
LipG
~f
t,n 6
2‖t‖√
nvn
√√√√ k∑
l=1
(
Lip f [T]l,ρ
)2
6 4‖t‖
√
kT
ρr
√
d
√
nvn
and LipF
~f
t,n 6 LipG
~f
t,n. (40)
7An affine space if of type m if for each first countable space X and any every continuous f : X −→ L,
we have that for each x ∈ X and nbd W ⊃ f (X), there exists a nbd U of x and a convex set C ⊂ L such that
f (U) ⊂ C ⊂W.
Thus, all locally convex linear topological spaces (and also all vector spaces with the finite topology) are of
type m. For more details see [Dugundji, 1966].
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Denote by
C(F, G) :=
mn
∑
j=1
∣∣∣∣Cov(F~f [T]ρt,n (Y(rn−ln)n,1 , . . . , Y(rn−ln)n,j−1 ), G~f [T]ρt,n (Y(rn−ln)n,j ))∣∣∣∣ ,
the sum over j = 1, . . . , mn of the term (38). Now, combining (40) with the definition of
the weak dependence coefficients (11) - (14), we obtain bounds for C(F, G) according to
the respective condition of weak dependence assumed for (Xn,i)16i6n,n∈N:
1. θ - WD implies C(F, G) 6 4T‖t‖
√
k
ρ
√
d
n
rn
√
nvn
θn(ln)
2. η - WD implies C(F, G) 6 2T‖t‖
√
k
ρ
√
d
n2
r2n
√
nvn
(
1+
rn
n
)
ηn(ln)
3. κ - WD implies C(F, G) 6 8T
2‖t‖2k
ρ2d
n
r2nvn
κn(ln)
4. λ - WD implies C(F, G) 6
[
2T‖t‖√k
ρ
√
d
n2
r2n
√
nvn
(
1+
rn
n
)
+
8T2‖t‖2k
ρ2d
n
r2nvn
]
λn(ln),
For the sum of the terms (36) and (37), notice that
|F ft,n(s1, . . . , sp)− F f
′
t,n(s
′
1, . . . , s
′
p)| 6
p
∑
i=1
|G ft,n(si)− G ft,n(s′i)|+
p
∑
i=1
|G ft,n(s′i)− G f
′
t,n(s
′
i)|.
Thus, we develop the sum of the terms (36) and (37):
2E
∣∣∣∣F~ft,n(Yn,1, . . . , Yn,j−1)− F~f [T]ρt,n (Y(rn−ln)n,1 , . . . , Y(rn−ln)n,j−1 )∣∣∣∣+ 2E ∣∣∣∣G~ft,n(Yn,j)− G~f [T]ρt,n (Y(rn−ln)n,j )∣∣∣∣
62E
(
j−1
∑
i=1
|G~ft,n(Yn,i)− G
~f
t,n(Y
(rn−ln)
n,i )|+
j−1
∑
i=1
|G~ft,n(Y(rn−ln)n,i )− G
~f [T]ρ
t,n (Y
(rn−ln)
n,i )|
)
+2E
(
|G~ft,n(Yn,j)− G
~f
t,n(Y
(rn−ln)
n,j )|+ |G
~f
t,n(Y
(rn−ln)
n,i )− G
~f [T]ρ
t,n (Y
(rn−ln)
n,i )|
)
=2
j
∑
i=1
E|G~ft,n(Yn,i)− G
~f
t,n(Y
(rn−ln)
n,i )|+ 2
j
∑
i=1
E|G~ft,n(Y(rn−ln)n,i )− G
~f [T]ρ
t,n (Y
(rn−ln)
n,i )|
=2jE|G~ft,n(Yn)− G
~f
t,n(Y
(rn−ln)
n )|+ 2jE|G~ft,n(Y(rn−ln)n )− G
~f [T]ρ
t,n (Y
(rn−ln)
n )|
=2j‖t‖
√√√√ k∑
l=1
Var(∆n( fl))
nvn
+ 2j‖t‖
√√√√ k∑
l=1
Var( fl(Y
(rn−ln)
n )− f [T]l,ρ (Y(rn−ln)n ))
nvn
6 2j‖t‖√
nvn

√√√√ k∑
l=1
Var(∆n( fl)) +
√√√√ k∑
l=1
E| fl(Y(rn−ln)n )|21{| fl(Y(rn−ln)n )| > T}+ 4T2k(Cρα)(rn−ln)δ
 ,
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for some δ ∈ (0, 1).
This proves
Tt(mn| f1, . . . , fk) =
mn
∑
j=1
|Cov(Fj, Gj)|
6 ‖t‖
√
k
(
1+
rn
n
) n2
r2n
√
nvn
(√
Var(∆n( f )) (41)
+
√
E| f (Y(rn−ln)n )|21{| f (Y(rn−ln)n )| > T} (42)
+ 2T(Cρα)(rn−ln)δ/2
)
+ C(F, G). (43)
Finally it suffices to choose T such that T = O(√nvn) with
1) ρ =
( rn
n
) 2
2+αrnδ (θn(ln))
2
2+αδrn
C
1
α+ 2
δrn
, 2) ρ =
( rn
n
) 2
2+αrnδ (ηn(ln))
2
2+αδrn
C
1
α+ 2
δrn
,
3) ρ =
( rn
n
) 2
4+αrnδ (κn(ln))
2
4+αδrn
C
1
α+ 4
δrn
, 4) ρ =
( rn
n
) 2
4+αrnδ (λn(ln))
2
4+αδrn
C
1
α+ 4
δrn
,
for each respective weak - dependence condition and take into account the assumptions
(C.3) and (C.4) to obtain the CLT. 
Proof of Proposition 2. Suffices to prove the following multidimensional version of Segers
[2003]’s condition (6)
lim
l→∞
lim sup
n→∞
P
{
Y(l+1:rn)n 6= 0
∣∣∣Xn,1 6= 0} = 0, (44)
since the rest of the proof follows the same steps of the proof of Drees & Rootzén [2010]’s
Lemma 2.5.
Indeed, let f (·) = 1{· 6= 0} and g(·) = 1{· 6= 0} be functions defined on Ern−l and
E respectively. Now, consider increasing sequences of functions fk : Ern−l −→ [0, 1] and
gk : E −→ [0, 1] which approximate to f and g respectively; and such that Lip( fk) =
Lip(gk) = v
−p
k for some p > 0. Of course, note that k = k(n) n.
Then, if the random variables (Xn,i)16i6n are (en,ψ)-WD we have that
lim sup
n→∞
P
{
Y(l+1:rn)n 6= 0
∣∣∣Xn,1 6= 0} = lim sup
n→∞
v−1n E1{Y(l+1:rn)n 6= 0}1{Xn,1 6= 0}
= lim sup
k→∞
v−1n E fk(Y
(l+1:rn)
n )gk(Xn,1)
= lim sup
k→∞
v−1n Cov
(
fk(Y
(l+1:rn)
n ), gk(Xn,1)
)
+ lim sup
k→∞
v−1n E fk(Y
(l+1:rn)
n )Egk(Xn,1)
6 lim sup
k→∞
ψ(rn − l, 1, Lip( fk), Lip(gk))en(l)vn + lim supk→∞
rnvn(1− lrn )
= lim sup
k→∞
ψ(rn − l, 1, Lip( fk), Lip(gk))en(l)vn (45)
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Finally, if the random variables (Xn,i)16i6n,n∈N are weakly dependent in some cases of
the list (D.1’) - (D.3’), then the limit (44) is proven. 
Proof of Corollary 1. Note that if for each case of weak dependence θ, η, κ and λ we ask
that r2n = O(n2vp+1n ), r4n = O(n3vp+1n ), r4n = O(n3v2p+1n ) and r4n = O(n3v2p+1n ) are fulfilled
respectively, and we combine this with the conditions (D.1) and (D.2) of Proposition 1,
then we have (D.1’), (D.2’) and (D.3’) respectively, as the weak dependence case may be.

Proof of the relation (27). Relation (23) implies that for each h = 0, . . . , l,
√
nvn(ρ̂A,B,n(h)− ρA,B,n(h))
=
Zn( fA,B,h)− h
√
nvn
rn ρA,B,n(h)− ρA,B,n(h)Zn( fA,A,0) + Sn(h) + Dn(h)
(nvn)−1/2Zn( fA,A,0) + 1+ (nvn)−1 ∑mnj=1 δn,j( fA,A,0) + (nvn)−1Rn(A, A, 0)
+ o(1),
where Sn(h) := (nvn)−1/2 (Rn(A, B, h)− ρA,B,n(h) · Rn(A, A, 0)) and
Dn(h) := (nvn)−1/2
mn
∑
j=1
(
δn,j( fA,B,h)− ρA,B,n(h) · δn,j( fA,A,0)
)
.
Using Chebyshev’s inequality on the random variables (nvn)−1/2 ∑mnj=1 δn,j( fA,B,h) and
(nvn)−1/2Rn(A, B, h) followed by (26), we prove that these variables (and consequently,
also Sn(h) and Dn(h)) converge to zero in probability. On the other hand, by using
again Chebyshev’s inequality on the random variable ζn = (nvn)−1/2Zn( fA,A,0) combined
with the stationarity of the time series, the approximation of the indicatrix function
f (·) = 1{· ∈ A} through lipschitzian increasing functions fk (as we did in the proof for
Proposition 2) and the dependence condition of list (D.1”)-(D.2”) as the case may be, we
can obtain the convergence to zero in probability of such a variable ζn. Finally, given that√
nvn = o(rn), we obtain the relation (27). 
Proof of Proposition 3. First, note that (28) implies (26). Therefore, since the restrictions
on the size of the big and small blocks rn and ln are the same as in the previous proof and
(D.1”)-(D.2”) are maintained, we obtain relation (27).
On the other hand, observe that (28) implies (C.4) for some δ > 0, and also (C.1) but
for some δ ∈ (0, 6]. The existence of the covariance function c of (C.2) for the functionals
fA,B,h and fA,A,0 is assumed through relation (29). Besides, the concentration condition
and the condition (C.3) are maintained just as in Proposition 2.
Observe that the weak dependence conditions (D.1”)-(D.2”) are stronger than the
dependence conditions (D.1)-(D.3). Therefore, considering the existence of covariance
function (30), we obtain the result. 
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Proof of the expressions (32), (33) and (34). Due to that Xi = b−1X0 + ∑is=1 bs−i−1ξs
for all i > 1, then for h > 0 we have
P
{
Xh
y
∈ B
∣∣∣∣X0y ∈ A
}
=
1
1− yP{Xh > y, X0 > y}
=
1
1− yP
{
X0 > max
{
y,
(
y−
h
∑
s=1
ξs
b1−s+h
)
bh
}}
=
1
(1− y)bh ∑j1,j2,...,jh∈U(b)
P
{
X0 > max
{
y,
(
y−
h
∑
s=1
js
b1−s+h
)
bh
}}
=
1
bh ∑j1,j2,...,jh∈U(b)
min
{
1,
1
1− y
(
1− ybh +
h
∑
s=1
js
b1−s
)
+
}
.
This proves relation (32). On the other hand, note that µb(j1, . . . , jh) := 1− bh +∑hs=1 bs−1 js 6
−1 for all (j1, . . . , jh) ∈ Uh(b) \ {(b − 1, . . . , b − 1)} and µb(b − 1, b − 1, . . . , b − 1) = 0.
Therefore, by substituting y = 1− 1/x in (32), and taking the limit when x → ∞, we
obtain (33). Finally, to prove (34) it suffices to substitute y = 1− vn in (32). 
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